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Abstract   

SMOLKA, Jan. Investigation of fire in basement compartment. Ostrava, 2015. Diploma 

Thesis. Technical University of Ostrava. Supervisor Milos Kvarcak.  

 

Thesis is focused on problematic fire-fighting in basement compartment with ceiling vent. 

In this work evaluates basement compartment in field of usage and tactical conditions. Then, 

small scale compartment is designed for simulation of fire in compartment. In this 

compartment are simulated various conditions and found danger conditions which could 

causes any extreme fire behaviour. During of experiment was found typical conditions for 

initiation flashover, backdraft or ghosting flame. Based on gained information was purposed 

improving fire attack in basement with using piercing nozzles and personal thermal vision.   

 

Key words:  Basement, Fire, Extreme Fire Behaviour, Ceiling Vent, Backdraft, 

Flashover 

 

 

Anotace 

SMOLKA, Jan. Investigation of fire in basement compartment. Ostrava, 2015. Diploma 

Thesis. Vysoká škola báňská – Technická Univerzita v Ostravě. Vedoucí práce Miloš 

Kvarčák.  

 

Tato práce je zaměřená na zkoumání chování požáru ve sklepních prostorech, které disponují 

tzv. světlíky. Tyto sklepní prostory jsou zhodnoceny z hlediska využiití a požárního zatížení. 

Následně je navržen malorozměrový model sklepu, ve kterém je možné simulovat podmínky 

chování požáru ve sklepních prostorách. Na tomto modelu je následně zkoumáno chování 

požáru a hledání podmínek, při který se vyskytují extrémní jevy hoření. Následně na základě 

získaných informacích je navrženo řešení požárního zásahu ve sklepních prostorách za 

pomocí penetračních proudnic.  

 

Klíčová slova:  sklep, požár, světlík, extrémní chování požáru, flashover, backdraft 



 

 

Glossary of terms 

PPV – Positive Pressure Ventilation 

NPV – Negative Pressure Ventilation 

BA – Breathing apparatuses 

Tactical ventilation – System of ventilation during fire attack 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis is introduction to a problematic of fire fighting in basement compartments. 

Compartments are commonly used as offices, dwellings, cellars or restaurants. The 

investigation of fire behaviour is focused on specified compartments with ceiling openings 

represented as a pavement light. This construction unit is specific for London, Edinburgh 

and other cities in United Kingdom. Work is focused on specification of hazards in various 

types of compartments, comparing tactics of fire attach in different countries like Sweden, 

Czech Republic or United Kingdom and using of special equipment for fire attack.  

At the beginning are described causes fielded with fire attack in basement compartment. 

Then, for better understanding is summarized literature dealing with fire attack and fire 

behaviour in basement compartment with ceiling vent. This issue and connection between 

fire tactic and science is kind a short. Based on that is summarized literature from Fire 

Fighting Tactic Handbooks and Guidelines and as a second part of this review is evaluation 

of Research Papers focused on issue of fire behaviour in compartments with one or two 

ceiling openings specific for pavements lights 

In next parts of this work is characterized common usage and structure of underground 

compartment and building factors. According to this, building factors are defined as a tactical 

conditions and occurring hazards for fire fighters. After that follows the comparation of 

knowledge and experiences with fire fighting in basement from Czech Republic and from 

foreign countries mainly Sweden and United Kingdom.  

According to gained information, the experimental compartment for investigation of 

behaviour in basement and next education of fire fighters was designed. The compartment 

was built with various sizes and locations of vent on ceiling and walls which ensured flexible 

changing of ventilation conditions in these compartments. For experiments were used two 

different fire loads for better comparation of some scenarios. Final suggestions for 

improvement of fire tactic is based on investigated fire behaviour in compartment.   
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2 Causes 

A basement is specific place with unusual and very danger conditions which can injure fire 

fighters during fire-fighting. 

2.1 London 

BETHNAL GREEN 20/07/2004. 419 Bethnal Green Road, London. 

„A three story building was involved – basement, ground floor clothes shop, two floors of 

residential flats. The structural plans of the building were not known to the LFB. Two 

residents was rescued from a flat roof.  

Two residents had to be rescued from a flat roof. There were heat and smoke problems. 

Ventilation of building through windows and doors fire by a sixth crew at the rear of the 

building led to increase in fire intensity. Like other incidents, locating and fighting the fire 

took a considerable time“.[1.] 

2.2 Edinburgh 

BALMORAL BAR, DALRY RD, EDINBURGH 12/07/2009  

„The Balmoral Bar was part of a tenement with a basement, ground floor and then 3 floors 

of residential flats. The bar had two emergency exits, one at the rear and one at the top of 

the stairs to the basement. The bar was reported on fire at 00.38. Three pumps and turntable 

ladder were mobilised with sixteen firefighters. Firefighter Williamson was in BA in the bar 

and became trapped. The ground floor collapsed and firefighter Williamson was found dead 

in the building”.[1.]  

3 Summary 

For better understanding of a fire fighting issue in basement compartment is necessary to 

understand two dimensions. The first dimension consists of scientific factors and 

comprehension of fundamentals. The second dimension is shortly fielded and it contains 

already used and known fire tactics in basement compartment. In this work are summarized 

Research papers focused on fire behaviour in compartment with ceiling vents, flashover, 

backdraft or ghosting flames matters. Content of the second part is summarization of Fire 

Fighting guidelines and Handbooks from various countries.  
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3.1 Firefighting handbooks 

Fire service manual. London: HM Fire Service Inspectorate, Publications Section, 1997. 

ISBN 0113411758. 

This book is mainly dealing with firefighting in compartment and tactic ventilation in 

different types of buildings and conditions. In this handbook is possible to find a specific 

tactic for extinguishing in basements with pavement lights. The tactic consists of opening a 

door with PPV, opening of pavement light and 3D extinguishing. 

KARLSSON, Björn a James G QUINTIERE. Enclosure fire dynamics [online]. Boca Raton, 

FL: CRC Press, 2000, 315 p. [cit. 2015-03-09]. ISBN 08-493-1300-7.  

The book Enclosure Fire Dynamics is describing extreme fire behaviour and its estimating. 

In this book is described behaviour and chemical conditions of extreme fire behaviour. Based 

on this there are shown basic and advanced equations and examples of this calculations of 

fire development, estimating of heat release rate of flashover or conditions of backdraft. In 

this case there are also described case studies.   

SVENSSON, Stefan. MSB. Fire Ventilation [online]. 2000 [cit. 2015-03-09]. ISBN 91-7253-

279-3.  

Useful handbook focused around tactical fire ventilation used primarily in Sweden, 

explaining fire behaviour fielded with fire ventilation, fire phenomena, and specific 

conditions for every stage and possible occurrences during fire. In this book are also 

described fire behaviour and equations fielded with compartment with ceiling vent and side 

door.  

GRIMWOOD, Paul. Euro firefighter. Lindley, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire: Jeremy Mills, 

2008. ISBN 1906600252. 

This handbook is focused on CFBT – Compartment Fire Behaviour Tactic. This document 

is written by professional instructors of Fire Tactic which describe conditions of extreme fire 

behaviour and phenomena occurred in compartments. There is also describe phenomena 

Ghosting Fire and recommended fire tactic conditions similar to basement.  
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3.2 Research papers 

AUDOUIN, L., J. SUCH, J. MALET a C. CASSELMAN. A Real Scenario for a Ghosting 

Flame. In: Fire Safety Science. 1997, s. 1261-1272. DOI: 10.3801/iafss.fss.5-1261. 

This paper describes fire behaviour called Ghosting Fires which occurred in accidental fire 

of solvents in nuclear plants. Fire conditions results in a fire which is controlled by natural 

ventilation. The room is filled by combustions products and fuels gases. In field of that fire 

is presents as ghosting flame.  

HE, Qize, Changhai LI, Shouxiang LU a C. CASSELMAN. Vent Size Effect on Self-extinction 

of Pool Fire in a Ceiling Vented Compartment. In: Procedia Engineering. 2013, s. 242-249. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.proeng.2013.08.061. 

Documents describes fire behaviour and critical conditions of fire in compartment with one 

ceiling vent. In the document are found critical conditions of fielded with size of ceiling 

vent. In document is describes boundary of burning fire and its self-extinction and Burnout-

extinction. 

CHEN, Bing, Shouxiang LU, Changhai LI a Man YUAN. Analysis of Compartment Fires 

with a Ceiling Vent. In: Procedia Engineering. 2013, s. 258-265. DOI: 

10.1016/j.proeng.2013.08.063. 

This experiment described in paper is focused on fire behaviour fielded with sizes of ceiling 

vent. As a fuel was used n-Heptane. The experiment was measured with gas analyser, two 

thermocouples trees and weigh for measuring mass loss.  

RODRIGUEZ, Dennis. Fire Dynamics in a Compartment with Only a Ceiling Opening. 

Edinburg, 2011-2012. Diploma Thesis. University of Edinburgh. Supervisor Ricky Carvel. 

This master thesis is focused on fire behaviour in compartment with only a ceiling opening. 

The inner sizes of experimental compartment is 800 mm x 800 mm x 750 mm. In 

experiments was found strong correlation between mass loss and the opening area. 
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4 Building Factors  

The behaviour of fire is complex and difficult for predict. The fire fighter on place of fire 

attack has to evaluate a lot of factor which can affect the behaviour. The complexness of 

building factors which affect the fire behaviour is simplified on Figure 1. Even if this picture 

is simplified it would be still difficult to describe main conditions.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Building factors affected fire behaviour [4.] 

Building factors which influence the fire are simple described in four factors. This factors 

are Fuel, Ventilation Profile, Fire Protection Systems, Construction and Compartment Size.  

This conditions can affect fire behaviour during all stages of fire. The connection between 

all factors is shown on Figure 2.  
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Figure 2   – Connection between building factors [4.] 

4.1  Construction 

Type of construction has important impact on fire behaviour. The growth of fire depend on 

type of construction and a material from which is compartment built. The construction can 

be described in size of compartment which is important the size and area of compartment 

and also important is the compartmentation and stories of basement.  

4.2  Ventilation profile 

The fire growth depend on ventilation factor, which enable the fire development in flashover 

or any another extreme fire phenomena or if the fire will not developed or self-extinguished. 

Investigated type of compartment which is typical entering door which can be presented as 

one horizontal or vertical opening. In basement is occurred also pavement light which is 

presented as ceiling vent.  

4.3  Fuel 

One of the factor which define fire hazard in basement is fuel which is occurred. The type 

of fuel and it mass predict if the fire will developed in any extreme fire behaviour as 

backdraft of flashover. This specific hazard is also defined as Fire Load, which is defined 

for various compartments with different values. [4.][8.] 
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5 Description of Basement Conditions  

Basement compartment is variety used. Between main uses of underground compartment 

are dwellings, restaurants and bar, offices, cellars and underground parking places and 

garages. Part of this compartment could be occurred pavement light, which provides lighting 

of rooms. This structural element is mostly used in United Kingdom (London, Edinburgh, 

etc.) and also often using of this element is registered in United States of America (for 

example New York).  

Pavement lights are fixed and it is not possible to open them. That occur problem for fire 

fighters for extinguishing and tactic ventilation. In field of tactic of fire fighters it is 

important to extract hot gases through the ceiling vent. The situation in building could not 

allow to ventilate through the entering vent. This step could be hazardous for presented fire 

fighters which could be burned by hot gases or the fire could be spread into the house where 

basement is placed. 

This type of compartment is simply represented as room with two ceiling openings. The size 

of opening and present fire load is necessary to be considered also as stage of fire.  

5.1  Common usage of Basement  

The specific risk is occurred in different type of compartments. This risk and occurring 

conditions depend on fire load, time of people presence or the type of activities which were 

usually done in this compartment. In field of that the basement compartment can be divided 

into offices, dwellings, restaurants or bars and cellars. This usage of basement compartments 

is the most common in buildings located in United Kingdom.  

5.1.1 Dwellings  

In United Kingdom are flats usually built partly or fully in basements. That means it is 

possible to find kitchen or living room in basement or even the whole flat.  

Fire load density 970 MJ/m2 [5.] 
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Specific characteristics for fire fighters 

- The size of compartment is limited to one fire section. 

- High fire intensity (plastics, furniture and tiles). 

- Possible spreading of fire through hidden way (installation shaft, electricity or 

flammable building envelope). 

- Threat of persons living in the building. 

Danger of intoxication scalding and burning. [16.] 

 

5.1.2 Restaurants, Bars, Discos  

Fire load density 582 MJ/m2 [5.] 

Specific characteristic for fire fighters 

- Loosing of orientation 

- Presence of large number of people. 

- Shortage of light. 

- Difficult conditions for finding people. 

- Production of large quantity of toxic products. 

- Quick spreading of fire (for example boiling oil in kitchen). 

- Possible absence of evacuation exits. 

Danger of injury caused by electric power.[19.] 

5.1.3 Offices 

Fire load density 760 MJ/m2 [5.] 

Specific characteristics for fire fighters 

- Loosing of orientation.  

- Complexity of area. 

- Development of toxic gases. 

Fast fire spreading. 
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5.1.4 Cellars and Storages 

Fire load density 2690 MJ/m2 [5.] 

- Presence of technical lines (gas, water, drain),  

- Various dangerous liquids, cylinders or materials.  

- Presence of shortage openings.  

Specific characteristics for fire fighters 

- Possible presence of dangerous liquids and materials or high caloric fuels. 

- No people in area. 

- Strong smoke screen. 

- Low visibility. 

- Compartmentation of basement. 

- High level risk of people in building escaping from smoke through the stairs. [15.] 

 

5.1.5 Cable Canals 

Another similar type of compartment with horizontal, vertical or combined ventilation is 

cable canals or collectors.  

Specific characteristics for fire fighters 

- Small difference of temperatures between top and bottom layers of gases.  

- Dense smoke with high temperature – no neutral plane. 

- Large production of toxic and acid gases. 

- Difficulty of finding the place of ignition. 

- Shortage of light. 

- Difficult access and compartmentation with shortage of necessary entrances.  

- Difficulty of switching off electricity and its verifying. 

- High demands on BA. [18.] 

 

5.1.6 Garage 

Fire in underground garages is to large and complicated problem, than will not more 

relevant for this research.   
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5.2 Pavement Lights 

Pavement lights are created from glass block and frame which is prepared from iron or 

concrete. The pavement lights were patented in London in year 1880 and after that in year 

1882 the patent was taken in USA. This construction system is usually in United Kingdom 

(especially in London and Edinburgh). During the fire in basement the fire fighters break 

this construction and use this for outlet of a hot gas. The problem would be in again 

developing of fire after creating of this vent.[11.] 

 

Figure 3- Pavement light on a street [9.] 

 

 

Figure 4- Fire-fighter from London Fire Brigade test breaking the pavement light [11.] 

 

6 Extreme Fire Behaviour 

Thesis is focused especially on behaviour during basement fires with the most common 

conditions and reduced ventilation. The ventilation is usually improved after arrival of 

firefighters. The fire limited by lack of ventilation can develop in several scenarios. 
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Development of fire in specific scenario depends on the lot of circumstances. These 

circumstances are following: fire burning time, stage of fire, size of opened inlet and outlet 

and their ratio and also building factors.  

The behaviour of fire depend on initial conditions for example if the doors or windows are 

opened during of ignition or if these were closed. In next also depend on that door are 

controlled as opened or closed during fire attack. Scheme of this conditions are described on 

Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5  – Different initial conditions [4.] 

6.1  Flashover 

The Standard NFPA 992 defines Flashover as:  

“A transition phase in the development of a compartment fire in which surfaces exposed to 

thermal radiation reach ignition temperature more or less simultaneously and fire spreads 

rapidly throughout the space, resulting in full room involvement or total involvement of the 

compartment or enclosed space“  

Criteria of conditions which can imply occurrence of flashover are:  

- a minimum heat-flux at floor level is 20 kW/m2, 

- a minimum burning rate is 40-80 g/s, 

- a critical temperature is more than 600°C, 

- a rapid emergence of flames from opening. [7.] 
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It is not possible to define precisely the time of reaching these conditions, because the history 

of fire growth at the pre-flashover stage is affected by many factors which will occur during 

experiments for this research: 

- orientation of burning rate, 

- ventilation and oxygen concentration in the enclosure, 

- effect of fire location on fire growth. [22.] 

 

Figure 6  - Vent induced to flashover [4.] 

6.2  Smoke-explosion and Backdraft 

„Limited ventilation during an enclosure fire can lead to the production of large amounts of 

unburnt gases. When an opening is suddenly introduced, the inflowing air may mix with 

these, creating a combustible mixture of gases in some part of the enclosure. Any ignition 

sources, such as a glowing ember, can ignite this flammable 13 mixture, resulting in 

extremely rapid burning gases out through the opening and cause a fireball outside the 

enclosure.“ (Quintiere, 1999) 

An explosion which involves unburned pyrolysis and combusted products from a 

compartment may occur in two possible ways:  

1) Air is mixed with a rich mass of air and fuel and subsequently undergoes auto-ignited 

or piloted ignition – Backdraft. 

2) Fuel and air is premixed and flammable undergoes piloted ignition – Smoke 

Explosion. 
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Figure 7  – Backdraft HRR curve [4.] 

6.3 “Grey Zone” 

The grey area is a moment of unknown situation when it is difficult to predict what will 

possibly happen next. In this moment is also occurring the Ghosting flame which can precede 

the backdraft. [8.] 

 

Figure 8  – “Grey Area”[4.] 

6.4 The Ghosting flames 

Description of flames that are not attached to a fuel source and move around enclosure to 

burn where the fuel/air mixture is favourable is ghosting flames. Such an occurrence in 

under-ventilated situation is a sure sign that precedes as backdraft. This phenomenon is also 

known as dancing flames. Ghosting flames can be ordinary spotted in areas with poor 

ventilation.  [10.] 
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7 Tactic of Extinguishing in Basement 

In different countries is specific usage of basement and the basements has specific conditions 

and dangers. Because of this there are different fire tactics of fire fighters. The situation and 

conditions in basement and fire fighting in this compartment was compared between 

Sweden, Czech Republic and United Kingdom   

7.1 Experiences of fire fighting 

For better understanding, it is necessary to know and compare experiences of fire fighters in 

different countries. For this purpose, fire fighters from different countries were asked to 

describe their experiences.   

7.1.1 Norway 

Based on discussion with fire firefighters in Norway the most common practice of fire 

fighting in basement is to let the ventilation go as normal and eventually use PPV at the door, 

if there are openings like a window or hole in a wall opposing the door opening.  

7.1.2 Sweden 

Sweden, especially the north of this country, is inhabited with low density population. Fire 

stations in this area are placed in long range distances and their arrival time is usually higher 

than 15 minutes. That means that fire fighters are often arriving to a fire which is in flashover 

stage or after-flashover stage. That mean it is difficult to reach inside of such compartments. 

Due the high level of civil contingencies of population and fact the government contributes 

to building of domestic shelters there is also large number of basements or modified 

underground shelters with alternative usage.   

For extinguishing in compartments in flashover stage or after-flashover stage is used 

FogNail Nozzle or Cobra Cold Cut System which ensure safety extinguishing without any 

bigger threat for fire fighters.  This equipment is used in combination with thermal vision 

for easier people finding.  

7.1.3 Czech Republic 

In Czech Republic, the most common fires in basement are fires of fuel like briquettes or 

coal which are usually self-ignited or fires of many various materials including danger 

liquids  
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After discussion on Fire and Rescue Service, the most common procedure of extinguishing 

in basement is the tactic of 3D extinguishing with combination of PPV or NPV and thermal 

vision. 

8 Experimental Setup 

For testing of fire behaviour was built compartment with various ventilation openings. This 

experimental compartment is able to simulate basic conditions in basement. This 

compartment is built from vermiculite boards, steel frame and outer frame. For measuring 

of physical condition in compartment was used Thermal Vision, Thermocouples, pressure 

probes and video camera. 

8.1 Design of Experimental Compartment 

For testing and modelling fire behaviour in basement was designed experimental 

compartment with various openings which can simulate ventilation conditions in 

compartment. The windows were placed in walls of compartment for better visualization of 

extreme fire phenomena.  

The compartment was made from inner steel frame, which is necessary for stabilization and 

transition weight of walls and ceiling manufactured from expanded vermiculite.   

8.1.1 Compartment Box 

The compartment was made from boards made by expanded vermiculite. The dimensions of 

compartment are:   

Width:  660mm 

Height:   450mm 

Length:  990mm 

In walls and ceiling of box were prepared 4 openings for modelling of fire ventilation and 

one window. 

8.1.2 Ventilation Openings 

 

Door 1  

Height: 100mm 

Width: 400mm 

Door 2 

Height: 180mm 

Width: 180mm 

 

Height: 180mm 

Width: 180mm 

Ceiling vent 2  

Width: 250mm 

Length: 100mm 

Ceiling vent 1  

Width: 280mm 

Length: 410mm  
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By using these vents, it was possible to control the inlet and outlet of air in compartment. 

This design served for investigation of fire behaviour fielded with ventilation. 

 

 

Figure 9  – Base of the compartment 

8.1.3 Inner steel frame 

The frame was ensuring stability during experiment and holding all walls and ceiling 

together. Frame should be made from steel profile for better stability in high temperature.  

 

Figure 10   – Inner Frame 

8.1.4 Outer Frame 

The outer frame made from aluminium profiles is important for ensuring the construction fit 

everywhere together and for experimental safety with the use of high pressure during 
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experiments (for example backdraft phenomena). This frame also ensures (co)operation with 

whole compartment and fitting background panel during the start of experiment.  

 

Figure 11  – Outer Frame 

On Figure 12 is possible to see whole designed compartment with side door.  

 

Figure 12  – Completed compartment 

8.1.5 Ventilation openings 

For experiment and investigation of fire behaviour were used three basic sizes of Vent 1 and 

Door 1. 
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For Vent 1 were used three different sizes which were 150mm x 150mm, 280 mm x 210 mm 

and 410 mm x 280 mm. For Door 1 were used sizes of 400mm x 100 mm and 400 mm x 20 

mm. Other vents were operated in state of fully opened or fully closed.   

8.1.6 Side windows 

For watching fire behaviour in compartment was also important to build windows in walls 

that had to be able to stay stable in high temperatures. For this experiments was used Stove 

glass, in size 300 mm x 400mm and 100mm x 400mm.  

Experimental setup 

With usage of combination with opened vents is possible to simulate different extreme fire 

behaviour which can occur in basement. 

 

Figure 13  – Experimental setup for Backdraft experiment 

8.2  Used Construction Material 

For experiments were built bench scale compartments with various openings for the best 

possibility to simulate conditions of fire in basement compartment and to simulate different 

fire phenomenon like ghosting fire, flashover or backdraft.  In field of that the compartment 

has to resist high pressures and extreme conditions, so for better stability was used inner 

steel frame. The wall was prepared from vermiculite board which is able to resist high 
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temperature with low temperature conductivity. To ensure stability, mobility and 

completeness of compartment in extreme conditions was prepared frame from aluminium 

profiles.  

 

Vermiculite Boards 

Maximal working temperature is 1100°C. The specific heat is 0.94 kJ/(kg*K), and bulk 

density 700kg/m3. The thermal conductivity in 600°C is 0.21 W/(m*K) and a thickness of 

wall is 25 mm.  

Aluminium Profiles 

To ensure stability during experiments is used Aluminium profiles with diameters 45x45 

mm. This profile improves mobility and resistance to pressure while experiments. 

Steel Profiles 

For inner frame was used Steel profile with diameters of 50x25 mm. This kind of frame 

improves stability of walls and all compartment.  

Stove Glass 

To watch behaviour inside the compartment were used two side windows.  

8.3 Openings 

Ventilation in compartment is provided by four openings. There are two vertical and two 

horizontal openings. For horizontal openings is on left side prepared small Door 2 with size 

180 mm x 180 mm and Door 1 for right side which is larger with size 400 mm x 100 mm.  

8.4 Scheme of Experiment 

On Figure 14 is describe scheme of thermocouples tree and pressure probes. In scheme of 

experiment is described ceiling vents and side doors.  
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Figure 14  – Scheme of measuring conditions in compartment. Side view. 

8.5 Measured Parameters 

The experiments was focused on investigation conditions occurred extreme fire behaviour.  

For an introduction investigation was measured mainly temperature and pressure difference 

in exhaust vent. During the experiments was measured temperature in different height levels.  

8.5.1 Temperature 

Because the temperature is one of the specifications which define the occurrence of 

flashover, it was necessary to measure it in numerous layers. For better understanding of hot 

gases flow was also used thermal vision.   

Thermal Vision 

The FLIR A325 ensured recording of hot gases flow inside the compartment as well as the 

compartment vents outlet. The thermal vision provides great opportunity to see potential 

dangerous places for next research.    

Thermocouples 

Temperature in compartment was measured by three thermocouples trees. First tree was put 

in a middle of compartments first part above the fireplace up to ceiling. The second tree was 
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placed in a middle of compartment near to a rib. Third tree was located in a middle of second 

part of compartment. The last thermocouple was placed in a middle of Vent 1.  

Other conditions 

All experiments were also recorded with camcorder and photographed for another 

investigation of fire behaviour as oscillating of a fire, smouldering and any another changes 

during a fire.   

8.6  Fire Load 

Two different fire loads were used for experiment. As a fire load were used wooden cribs 

from whit wood and polypropylene pellets combined with n-Heptane. The n-Heptane was 

used for ignition of plastic pellets.  

8.6.1 Estimating minimal energy for flashover 

There is number of equations for estimating the minimal flashover heat release rate. For this 

experiment was used Babrauskas equation[3.]. 

Qfo = 750 A0 x SQRT (Ho)  (1)  

Where A0 is opening area, H0 is height of opening and Qf is minimal heat release rated for 

achieving flashover.  

Qf 34.85685 kW 
   

 

8.6.2 Wooden Crib 

Wooden crib was built from dried white wood with density 500 kg/m3. This wooden crib 

was built in crib with defined sizes and sticks shown on Figure 15, where hc is height of crib, 

S is clear spacing and D is stick thickness.  
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Figure 15   – Describe of wooden crib [6.] 

 

8.6.3 Plastic Pellets with Heptane 

 The quantity and ratio of Plastic Pellets combine with Heptane was estimated 

experimentally. The Occurred   

8.7  Experimental Conditions 

For investigation of fire behaviour was chosen various ventilation condition based on 

different fire scenarios which would be occurred on place of fire. This scenarios was tested 

with different sizes of vents and some of them with different fuel. 

9 Results and Discussion 

The experiments was focused on finding scenarios of danger fire behaviour and ventilation 

fielded with quantity of fuel and size of ventilation openings. For finding of this conditions 

was prepared more than 60 experiments. From these experiments were selected few typical 

experiments which represent results. There are three scenarios represent different ventilation 

conditions. 

9.1 Scenario 1 

This type of experiment was focused on fire behaviour with different sizes of ceiling vent. 

This vent was opened during all experiment. Investigated sizes of ceiling vent was  

140mm x 120mm, 280mm x 240mm and 280 mm x 440 mm.  
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These experiments represents correlation between fire growth and size of ceiling vent. The 

first experiment was tested for size of ceiling vent 140 mm x 140 mm. During this 

experiment was burned n-Heptane but the fire was not enough growth for ignition the plastic 

pellets. On Figure 16 is shown self-excited fuel.   

 

Figure 16- Self-excited fuel of Experiment 1 

During of second experiment was ignited pellets but duet he shortage of a fuel the fire was 

self-excited due the fuel before initiation of a flashover. In the third and fourth experiment 

was initiated flashover. The size of Vent 1 for third experiment was 280 mm x 240 mm and 

for fourth experiment it was 280 mm x 400 mm. Results of this experiments are shown in 

Table 1 and Table 2, 

Table 1- Experiments with opened ceiling Vent 1 

 

The Table 2 summarize duration of fire experiment and temperature under ceiling above the 

fire. This temperature is on of signs for identification the flashover but it is not only one 

criteria as is shown on Experiment 2.  

  

Experiment Fuel 
Size of Vent 

Behaviour 
Door 1 Door 2 Vent 1 Vent 2 

1 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x x 

140 x 120 

mm 
x Self-extinction  

2 
Polypropylene 200g 

+ n-Heptane 80g 
x x 

280 x 240 

mm 
x Flame over Rib 

3 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x x 

280 x 240 

mm 
x Flashover 

5 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x x 

280 x 440 

mm 
x Flashover 
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Table 2- Results of experiments focused on flashover 

Experiment 
Time of 

experiment 

Time to 

flashover 

Maximal 

temperature 

under ceiling 

1 x x x 

2 24 minutes x 852 °C 

3 35 minutes 28 minutes 757 °C 

5 42 minutes 36 minutes 842 °C 

 

9.1.1 Comparison of fire when fully developed 

On Figure 17 is illustrated fire difference of fire size for each different experiments. The first 

figure view the fire from Experiment 2 where the flame was developed over rib in maximal 

stage. The second picture shown flashover of Experiment 2 and third picture shown larger 

flashover from Experiment 3.  

 

Figure 17 – Comparison of fire behaviour. Pictures are set from left side Experiment 2, 

Experiment 3 and Experiment 5. 

9.2 Scenario 2 

For second scenario was compartment with opened Vent 1 and Door 1 at height of 2 

centimetres. The Door1 was opened until the fire was developed to Flashover and after that 

the door was closed. That caused the emergence of ghosting flame until the fuel was burned 

out. The Table 3 shows experimental conditions prepared for experiments. For this 

experiments was used ceiling vent with size 140 mm x 120 mm and 150mm x 280 mm. 
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Table 3- Experiments with opened ceiling Vent 1 

Experiment Fuel 
Size of Vent 

Behaviour 
Door 1 Door 2 Vent 1 Vent 2 

7 

Polypropylene 

400g + n-

Heptane 160g 

400 mm x 20 

mm - Closed 
x 140 x 120 mm x 

Flashover -> 

Ghosting 

flame 

11 

Polypropylene 

400g + n-

Heptane 160g 

400 mm x 20 

mm - Closed 
x 150 x 280 mm x 

Flashover -> 

Ghosting 

flame 

 

This experiment was focused on occurring of a ghosting flame. This flame would be danger 

for its “creeping”. During the experiments was proved the presence for few moments and 

again disappearance. After another few moment the ghosting flame was again presented. 

This behaviour should investigated in another research. In Table 4 are shown maximal 

temperatures presence in compartment during experiment.  

Table 4 – Results of experiments focused on ghosting fire 

Experiment 
Time of 

experiment 
Time to flashover 

Maximal 

temperature under 

ceiling in Room 1 

during “Ghosting 

flame” 

Maximal 

temperature in 

on the floor of 

Room 2 

1 37 minutes 30 minutes 677 °C 338 °C 

2 48 minutes 40 minutes 746 °C 314 °C 

 

On Figure 18 is captured “Ghosting flame” with flashing of the flame out from the 

compartment. This behaviour was accompanied with light density smoke. 

 

 

Figure 18 – Ghosting flame during Experiment 7 
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9.3 Scenario 3 

This fire scenario was focused on behaviour of backdraft in split compartment with rib. 

During the fire in Room 1 was opened Door 2 and closed all other vents. After developing 

the fire the Door 1 was closed and the Vent 1 was opened. During the fire in first phase the 

hot smoke settle in second part of compartment. After closing of Door 1 and opening Vent 

1 was the accumulated smoke ignited in few seconds. In Annex 2 are described all 

experiments with noting and timing the experiment.  

Table 5  – Experiments with opened ceiling Vent 1. 

Experiment Fuel 
Size of Vent 

Behaviour 
Door 1 Door 2 Vent 1 Vent 2 

14 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x 

180 mm x 

180 mm 

280mm x 

240 mm 
x Backdraft 

15 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x 

180 mm x 

180 mm 

280 x 440 

mm 
x Backdraft 

x44 
Polypropylene 400g 

+ n-Heptane 160g 
x 

181 mm x 

180 mm 

140 mm x 

140 mm 
x Backdraft 

 

On Figure 19 is shown settled smoke which fills second part of compartment behind of a rib. 

The free space around fire is caused ventilation – inletting of fresh air and its circulation 

around the flame.   

 

Figure 19- Settled smoke in compartment before closing door 

In Table 6 are noted times and temperatures occurred in compartment and time of ignition 

backdraft after opening the Vent 1.  
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Table 6  – Results of experiments focused on backdraft 

Experiment 
Time of 

experiment 
Time to backdraft 

after opening 

Maximal 

temperature 

under ceiling 

14 55 minutes 9 seconds 833 °C 

X44 75 minutes 20 seconds 708 °C 

15 37 minutes 5 seconds 832 °C 

 

 

Figure 20 – Different backdrafts depend on sizes of ceiling vent. The first vent is with size  

280 mm x 240 mm, the second is with size 140 mm x 140 mm and the third is with  

size 280 mm x 440 mm 

 

10 Occurred phenomena during experiments  

For experiments was used two different fuels with various phenomena. Based on this was 

occurred different fire behaviour.  

10.1 Burning of Plastic Pellets with Heptane 

Plastic pellets were mixed with Heptane and preheated during its burning. Pellets are 

preheated and burned after Heptane is burned out. During experiments was found the best 

2:1 ratio of plastic pellets and Heptane. That made enough of energy for melting and burning 

of the pellets but still less heat than is needed for getting flashover of Heptane by itself.  

10.2 Wooden Cribs 

The equation of necessary energy for getting flashover was used equation Barbruska’s for 

defining minimal heat release rate for getting flashover. This equation defined the HRR for 

flashover on 34kW. For this energy was calculated defined quantity of wooden crib which 
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get energy in time 21st minute. During of experiment in closed compartment with ceiling 

vent 280mm x 210 mm was found specific conditions. The smoke produced by fire which 

outlet through the ceiling vent blocks enough inlet of fresh air and the fire is not able to burn 

with higher energy. After getting another 3 rows to wooden crib, that mean the wooden crib 

was built from 10 rows with 4 sticks per row, the flashover was occurred.  Fire load changes 

For calculation of minimal quantity of fire load for getting flashover was used equation from 

Barabuska. Even the result of calculation was 7 rows with 4 sticks per row, the fire load was 

not enough for getting flashover. The flashover started after adding another three rows. Basic 

calculation for minimal energy of flashover are limited for vertical vents. The outlet hot 

gases blocking inlet of fresh air which causes shortage of oxidation of fire and production 

minimal energy to initiation of flashover.  

10.3 Ventilation controlled fire 

Compartmentation with combined ventilation opening (horizontal and vertical opening) is 

also dangerous due lack of oxygen. If horizontal and vertical openings were fully opened the 

fire would be on boundary of developing to flashover. That would be signalized by flames 

over the rib which is sign of sufficient thermal accumulation in ceiling layer of hot gases but 

still with lack of oxygen. This would be dangerous situation for using PPV which would 

surely be initiator of Flashover or Backdraft.   

 

Burning of Polypropylene Pellets 

Burning of Heptane started on border of pan. In this area were located heated and melted 

pellets and fire growth inside of fireplace. After burning out of n-Heptane pellets itself 

burned as well. For right ignition of pellets was necessary to use 2:1 ratio between pellets 

and n-Heptane. Experiments were also executed with various ratios and quantities. The ideal 

quantity for experiments was calibrated at 400g of pellets and 160g of n-Heptane. The 

process of fire spreading on pellets in pan is shown on Figure 21.   

.   
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Figure 21   – Detail of burning and melting of plastic pellets 

Mixing Fuel 

The fire growth of fuel prepared with n-Heptane and Polypropylene Pellets depends on 

premixing before ignition of fire. If the pellets was placed in pan and Heptane was pour on 

Heptane and immediately ignited – the fire was growth steeply and quickly than the mixed 

fuel was left for few minutes when the Heptane settle on the bottom of pan and the fire was 

burned below the pellets. This affected the curve of increasing temperature in compartment.  

  

Figure 22   – Difference of burning premixed fuel. On left side is premixed fuel with settled 

Heptane on bottom, right side is burning before settling of Heptane 

 

 

Fire growth of Heptane 

The growth of fire is depend on quality of premixing pellets and n-Heptane which affect 

curve of increasing of fire. The way of burning from one side to second side. The second 

type of burning is through all area of surface and the third founded way of burning is around 

border with direction to inside the surface.    
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10.4 Typical fire behaviour during experiments 

Research of fire behaviour in basement compartment was seen various extreme fire 

behaviour and flow gases. This flow of gas was affected by control of size and type of vents 

which was used. This controlling found specific fire conditions when occurred typical fire 

behaviour.  

10.4.1 Flow of Hot/Cold Gases 

Vent 1 – Smaller then Vent 2 

Changing of flow of gases through the compartment. This behaviour is very important in 

during of fire attack and for decisions of commander. The flow of gases predetermines the 

way of fire attack or using of positive or negative ventilation.  

Vent 1 – Open      Vent 2 – Open  

   

Figure 23- Direction of flow depends on size of vent and place of fire 

10.4.2 Circulation of hot gases inside of compartment  

In experiment with opened Door 2 was possible to see circulation of hot gases inside the 

compartment. While fire is burning the smoke is settling in a second part of compartment. 

This circulation reaches the flashover after closing of Door 2 and opening the Vent 1. Fresh 

air was flowing to compartment through the lower part of opening. The air was circulating 

around the fire place so the gas started to heat and flowed outside the compartment. During 

the circulation of gas is settled in second part of compartment. The heat transition was visible 

by thermal convection. The circulation of fire transferred the heat which has preheated and 

prepared the fuel from right side to left side deep in compartment. The fire burned better 

from left side (closer to Door 2) deeper in compartment.  
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Figure 24   – Circulation of hot gases in and out of the compartment 

10.4.3 Interference of Surrounding Conditions  

During the first experiments it was difficult to reach the flashover in compartment however 

enough of fire load was used and it was difficult even with raising amount of it. . The fire 

behaviour was typical with enough of oxygen and fire was still in stage with controlled 

ventilation. The main reason was the hood set to strong extraction. After reduction of 

extraction it was easy to achieve the flashover and also the temperature of fire was greatly 

increased.  

Boundary between Fuel and Ventilation Controlled Fire 

In this stage fire is limited by ventilation and it is not able to reach the flashover due deficit 

of oxygen. If fire would be supplied with more oxygen by another window – it would 

develop to flashover. In this situation it would be attenuated extractor or opening another 

window. In practice it is usually supply of oxygen through the extracting ventilator or opened 

door or even changed direction of wind. This condition is critical for selected tactic. 
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Figure 25   – Fire with limited ventilation (only Vent 1 opened) 

 

 

Figure 26   – Flashover inside the compartment with opened Door 1 and Vent 1 (fuel  

n– Heptane with polypropylene pellets) 

 

 

Figure 27   – Flashover getting out of the compartment 
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Figure 28 – Thermal vision of flashover during the Experiment 3. The fire growth up after 

backdraft 

Oscillation of flames 

The fire limited by ventilation is forced to oscillate during of burning. This oscillation was 

occurred for all experiments with only one ceiling vent independently on size of ceiling vent. 

That was caused due the exhausting smoke which blocked entering of fresh air for oxidizing 

the fire.  

 

Figure 29 – Oscillation of flame  

Backdraft 

Another phenomena occurred during experiment was backdraft. For experiment was used 

wooden cribs with 10 rows and 4 sticks per row.  The crib was ignited in left part, and with 

opened only Door 2. During fire growth was developed circulation of hot gases around the 

crib and part of hot gases was seated in second part of compartment. In the moment when 

flashover was occurred the Door 1 was closed and after 20 seconds was opened Vent 1. 

 

Figure 30  – Backdraft from ceiling vent 
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Figure 31- Thermal vision of backdraft (Experiment 4) 

Impossibility to growth flashover 

During experiments was tried in many experiments with various fuel and mass of fuel as 

same as size of ceiling vent in second part of compartment. During this experiments was 

never possible to introduce the flashover. The fire was ventilation controlled and exhausted 

hot gases partly blocked inlet of fresh air, which would oxidize the burning and enable the 

fire growth to the flashover.  

The flashover was developed after opening Door 1 minimally for 1 cm height of vent, which 

caused oxidizing of flashover. This Door 1 behave only as inlet vent and smoke was 

exhausted through the Vent 1.  

Ghosting Flames 

The figure Figure 32 and Figure 33 shows ghosting fire caused by limiting of ventilation in 

progressed stage of fire development. This fire effect is accompanied with dense and light 

smoke.  

 

Figure 32 – Ghosting fire during experiment 
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Figure 33 – Ghosting flame in experimental compartment 

10.5  Backdraft 

The most critical scenario for ignition backdraft was Scenario 3. After fully developing fire 

when was closed side door and opened ceiling vent in second part of compartment. During 

the fire growth was settled hot gases of pyrolysis in second part of compartment that was 

also ensured by circulation of hot gases which was caused circulation around fire place. 

The side door was closed in two different scenarios. The first scenario was developing of 

fire in flashover and after that was closed side door. The second scenario was closing of door 

before developing fire to flashover but with preheated high temperature of hot gases layer 

which was minimally 700°C. In both situation was fire developed in backdraft. The ceiling 

vent was opened after 1 minutes. The developing to backdraft was for plastic pellets different 

than wooden cribs.  

11 Improving of Fire Extinguishing in Basement 

The improving of fire fighting in closed compartments has to be based on education, 

preparedness, training and improving tactic with new technologies and tactic. For 

preparedness and education should be prepared small scale modelling of fire before 

continuing of training in Flashover Container improved for simulation of condition in 

basement. For this purpose could be used designed compartment for simulation and 

investigation fire behaviour in basement compartment.  
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11.1 Extinguishing Equipment Exclude Entering in Compartment 

In moment of entering can possibly occur hot gases “plug” which fire fighters have to 

overcome. This problem may be solved by penetration nozzle as shown in Figure 35 or 

Figure 36. This type of equipment is used for example in Sweden. 

This equipment is used for extinguishing fire through the penetrated wall or entering through 

door. This is much more safe solution for fire fighters. The problem with using of this 

equipment could be caused by persons present in compartment. This is mostly solved with 

thermal vision.  

There are many different types of appropriate equipment, for example Cobra Cold Cut 

System, Beast Tools or Fog Nail.  

11.1.1 Fog Nail 

Fire Fighters from Fire Station in Örebro, Sweden was used for extinguishing for fire attack 

in enclosure fire is used Fog Nail. This equipment is cheap and simple to use with 

combination a Drill. This equipment is 525 mm length with 1.2 kg weight. The maximal 

extinguishing pressure is 20 bar. The flow is 70 l/min with pressure 6 bars.  The diameter of 

nozzle is 17 mm. On Figure 34 is shown options of using fog nails for extinguishing in 

enclosure.  

 

 

Figure 34  – Extinguishing of house using the Fog Nail [20.] 
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The Fog Nail do not need any unusually special space or installation in fire truck. This 

equipment is possible simply place on frame in bag as it is shown on Figure 35.  

 

 

Figure 35  – Penetration Nozzle Fog Nail in Fire Fighting Engine 

On Figure 36  is shown nozzle by fire fighter. This nozzle is handy and variable equipment. 

The negative of the equipment is necessity of using another equipment for drilling the hole 

in a wall, window or frame which is used. This limits ability of penetration through the wall 

of a compartment.  

 

Figure 36 – Penetration Nozzle Fog Nail in Sweden 
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Event this equipment is not used necessary be powered by special high pressure 

equipment, the nozzle is able to create water mist within 14 meters. The spray of water 

mist is presented on Figure 37. 

 

 

Figure 37  – Fog Nail in action [20.] 

11.1.2 Cobra Cold Cut System 

This special equipment is able to drill a small hole through a wall thanks to a special abrasive. 

After penetrating the wall is changed the supplied abrasive for water. Water is distributed 

through the small nozzle in high pressure which results in water mist with small drops. It is 

powered high by pressured pump with 250 – 300 bar. The size of hole drilled in a wall is 2.3 

mm. Nozzle is connected to 80 meters long hose what allows some variability. For drilling 

the nozzle is used special abrasive material and after drilling the fill is changed and it 

instantly starts with extinguishing. For example it is able to drill a hole in 3mm steel in just 

5-10 seconds with cutting speed of 100 mm/min . 

  

11.1.3 BEAST Tools  

Advantage of this equipment is possibility of combination with high pressure nozzle, which 

belongs to a basic equipment and most commonly used extinguishing equipment in 

firefighting due simple and quick start of using. The head of equipment is possible to be 

exchanged for penetration head which can be pushed through the wall and extinguished. The 

equipment also include special equipment for manual penetration through the wall. 
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Figure 38  – BEAST in action [14.]  

11.1.4 Special Equipment 

For search and rescue in enclosure compartment is necessary to do it in the most safety way 

as is possible. That means still improve equipment, using new technologies and improving 

tactic. In this moment is possible to use cheap personal thermal vision which is able to 

detection operating temperatures between -40 to 300°C.  

The development of thermal vision technology is going fast forward and price of this 

inventory part decreases. For firefighting and usage in action it is necessary to have 

equipment that can be used in difficult situations. It means that it is necessary to use cheap 

equipment that can be just changed in a moment of fail during simpler events and quality 

equipment in difficult situations. For example for first solution would be possible to use 

thermal vision connected to mobile phone. This thermal vision costs around 150 pounds and 

it is possible to connect it to a smartphone. Every firefighter can have equipped this phone 

during fire attacks. 

This equipment can be useful also for finding people in waterscape or in landscape during 

car accidents or any other situations. 
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Specification of FLIR ONE 

- Scene range temperature: 32 °F to 212 °F (O °C to 100 °C) 

- Operating temp: 32° to 95° F (0° to 35° C) 

- Battery capacity: 1400 mA/h (maximum thermal imager battery life is 

approximately four hours of continuous use. 

- Sensitivity: ability to detect temperature differences as small as 0.18 °F 

(0.1°C) 

- Visible camera: VGA (used for FLIR® MSX® blending) [13.] 

Specification of Thermal Seek 

- 36º Field of View 

- Fixed Focus 

- Resolution: 206 x 156 array 

- -40°C to 330°C Detection 

- < 9Hz 

- Long Wave Infrared 7.2 – 13 Microns 

- µ Pixel Pitch 

- Vanadium Oxide Micro bolometer 

- Chalcogenide Lens 

- Magnesium Housing 

- Protective Waterproof Case [21.] 

 

11.2 Practical Education of Fire Fighters 

Compartment which was used for investigation of fire behaviour in basement compartment 

is perfect for education of fire fighter volunteers and professional fire fighters before they 

proceed to   training in Flashover Container. This container can be simply improved for 

simulation of fire behaviour in basement compartment. The low cost of this compartment 

construction enables fire fighters to understand basic fire behaviour in small scale. 
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For showing the efficiency of 3D extinguishing or extinguishing by water mist is possible to 

use special equipment for show in a small scale. For this reason was developed small 

ventilator combined with water spray. 

For presentation of extreme fire behaviour is necessary to know minimal fire load which has 

to be used for presentation of the flashover. Also for this reason was calculated and designed 

wooden crib in Annex 1. This wooden crib is equivalent for plastic pellets but with slower 

increasing of fire. For steeper increasing of fire is recommended to use plastic pellets in 

combination of n-Heptane. 

Combined ventilation with water spray 

3D Extinguishing is one of the most important ways to extinguish the fire in basement. Using 

of “Handy Vent” in a combination with a water spray can show us how to cool hot gases in 

enclosure compartment with water mist and efficiency of 3Dimensional Extinguishing. With 

usage of this ventilator is possible also to show how to use PPV in a right way and present 

hazards fielded with using tactic ventilation.    

 

 

Figure 39  – Ventilator combined with water spray 

11.3 Proposal Methodical for Fire Extinguishing in Basement Compartment 

Based on mentioned information it could be say danger situation for entering in compartment 

are if the door from the compartment was opened or the pavement light was broken. Based 

on investigation of temperatures in small scale compartment was observed few tactical 

conditions which is necessary to verify in large scale tests.  
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Important tactic notes: 

1) The compartment is split with 20 centimetres rib fixed to ceiling. However the 

temperature difference between split parts of compartment is more than 400°C or 

500°C.  

2) After opening ceiling vent can be initiated the flashover which can increase the 

temperature the temperature on the floor in second part of compartment more than 

300°C.  

3) During the fire with limited ventilation the hot pyrolysis gases settles also in second 

part of compartment. This settled gas can be ignited after opening the vent or be 

developed to ghosting fire.  

Recommended special equipment for fire-fighting in basement 

 Piercing nozzle, drill, thermal vision 

Recommended procedure of extinguishing 

1) Recognize temperature of door before entering in compartment with thermal camera 

2) If the temperature is not in danger level it is possible to enter and also it is necessary 

to monitor temperature and still do safety procedure for cover to backdraft 

a. Try to check an area if  is present any person in area 

3) Find a frame or door able to be drilled 

4) Drill the hole for nozzle in the wall where is judged the fire is presented 

5) Put in the nozzle in the wall 

6) If the smoke is black or yellowish – start the extinguishing until smoke is white (15-

20 seconds) 

7) Wait for 1-2 minutes  

8) Open again the nozzle for 15-20 seconds and shut the nozzle 

9) Repeat extinguishing until is possible to enter with BA for doing final extinguishing 

of area [20.]. 
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12 Conclusion 

This thesis is not focused on solving the problematic of extinguishing of the basement fire. 

The main target of this work is to introduce this problematic and find possible next directions 

which can lead for next investigation. 

The fire in basement compartment is difficult topic and a complex problem which needs 

deep research to find and understand fire behaviour in these specific conditions fielded with 

pavements lights. The pavements lights are the most specific for United Kingdom and partly 

for United States of America. For safe fire attack and to decrease a risk of injury for fire 

fighters is necessary to prepare fire-fighters in the best was possible. The preparedness of 

fire fighters for fire attack in basement depends mainly on their theoretical and practical 

experiences and knowledge but also on quality equipment. 

At first, it is necessary to understand basic factors affecting fire behaviour and events 

appearing during fire attack. The main construction specialty is the pavement light which is 

present. This potential ceiling vent with combination of doors can affect fire duration and 

raise probability of flashover, backdraft or ghosting flame appearance. The second important 

thing which affects fire duration is fire load. 

For experimental investigation of fire behaviour was built compartment from vermiculite 

boards, steel frame, and aluminum profile frame and with stove glass. In this compartment 

were placed several vents on sides and on ceiling to simulate different fire conditions with 

different fire load. As fire load were used wooden cribs made from white wood and as a 

second fuel were used polypropylene pellets with n-Heptane. 

Based on tens of experiments was found few correlations. The first important thing to 

achieve the flashover is requirement of the fuel. For this reason was experimentally used 

400g of Plastic Pellets mixed with 160g of n-Heptane. As a second fuel was designed 

wooden crib prepared from 9 rows with 4 sticks per row. If there was not enough fuel it 

couldn’t be possible to reach the flashover or any another difficult phenomena. During these 

experiments were used various combinations of openings and sizes. Based on this was noted 

that the most significant requirement for achieving the flashover, backdraft and ghosting fire. 

At first was used experimental scenario only with opened ceiling vent with various sizes. 

The flashover was achieved every time except the case with the smallest ceiling vent which 
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did not allowed us to reach the flashover. The most rapid fire was generated from ceiling 

Vent 1 with sizes 240 mm x 280 mm. 

The second scenario was focused on allowing the fire development with fully opened side 

Door 1. This door allowed fire to fully develop and to track smoke through the ceiling vent. 

The third fire scenario was focused on fire behaviour with opened side door and closed 

ceiling vent and after fire itself developed the vents has been changed. In this scenario was 

the backdraft was achieved every single time. The most rapid increase of temperature was 

through the biggest size of Ceiling vent. Results of experiments are noted in Annex of this 

thesis. 

Based on discussion with fire fighters from different countries including Czech Republic, 

Sweden, Norway and United Kingdom was purposed the methodic of fire attack in basement. 

Based on experiences with extreme fire behaviour was occurred if, was presented enough of 

fuel and ventilation. It also depends on stage of fire when any of the openings was opened. 

Based on this is recommended to not open the door and ceiling vent if it is not necessary, 

especially if the fire is already in developed stage. For recognizing of the stage is possible to 

use personal thermal vision – it is also possible to use mobile personal thermal vision which 

is cheap and functional. According to this, if fire is already in developed stages it is 

recommended to use piercing nozzle for extinguishing in compartment which can allow fire 

fighters to extinguish with minimal danger and even without entering the room itself. This 

way of extinguishing also allow to minimalize the risk of initiation of the flashover or 

backdraft. 

Another important part of fire fighting in basement compartment is the preparedness of fire 

fighters. The small scale compartment can be used to show extreme fire behaviour and 

explain the basics of 3D extinguishing and tactic ventilation. For this reasons can be used 

designed compartments which allow us to simulate various conditions occurring in 

basement. This education could be provided to fire fighters before entering in the Flashover 

Container and especially for Volunteer Fire Fighters which do not have a lot of experience 

with the Flashover Containers and this is also very cheap way to introduce them the 

fundamentals of this problematic. 
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